ROBERTBORK’SAMERICA
Where the People Are Sovereign

T

GORDONJACKSON

I n nominating Robert Bork to be associate justice of the
Supreme Court, President Reagan has found an excellent
way to focus America’s attention on the meaning of the
Constitution whose bicentennial we celebrate this year.
No recent Supreme Court nominee has examined the great
experiment in democratic government now entering its
third century as carefully as has Bork. Bork’s stature within
the legal community, his distinguished career, the force of
his intellect and personality, all are of such magnitude that
the focus of this nomination has shifted largely away from
the usual sideshows to issues of genuine constitutional
substance.
The stakes involved are large-not so much because of
the impact Bork’s presence on the Court might have on
public policy, as his opponents suggest, but rather because
his confirmation or rejection will, in some large measure,
constitute a present-day judgment o n the form of representative government our Founding Fathers gave us. At issue
in the Bork nomination is nothing less than the fundamental question addressed at the Constitutional Convention: Who will govern, and how?
Bork’s nomination crystallizes that basic issue because
his career, more than that of any other public figure, stands
foursquare for the proposition that elected legislatures accountable to the people must make the laws, and judges
must limit themselves to the task of interpreting those laws
without infusing their own predilections and preferences.
Bork sees a role for the courts in preserving the liberties
that are clearly spelled out in the Constitution, but views
these rights as very specific and delimited. He resists expanding them into any broad, overarching theory of justice, because to do so leaves no room for what he calls “the
wholesome inconsistencies that are completely at odds
with abstract generalizations about the just society.” In
Robert Bork’s America, the people will strive to govern
themselves intelligently, and often fail, but they must always have the opportunity to learn from experience and
correct their mistakes. If a plethora of rules regarding the
conduct of civil life is written into stone through the artful
constitutional interpretations of jurists, then the people
have lost much of this fundamental sovereignty.
These views were commonplaces to the Constitution’s
drafters, but they have been challenged by decades of

judicial forays into what was once clearly viewed as the
province of legislatures. It is perhaps useful here to highlight the basic argument with a concrete example. The case
that causes the most clamor, the Roe v. Wade abortion
decision, best illustrates what’s at issue.
Until Roe, all 50 states regulated abortion as they saw fit,
in keeping with the traditional police power of states. The
policy toward abortion varied from state to state, but in
each the policy evolved from the deliberations of elected
representatives who settled the issues in a manner that
could, if necessary, be undone simply by changing the
composition of the legislature. In Roe, the Supreme Court
took this power away from the people’s elected representatives and held that the question of abortion is resolved by
the Constitution-thus vesting in unelected federal judges
the power to regulate or restrict in this area. Though abortion is not mentioned in the Constitution, the Justices
determined that it falls under a broad right to privacy that
can be traced substantively only to passages dealing with
unreasonable searches and seizures, and quartering of soldiers in times of war. Using this judicially created right to
privacy, the Justices, in effect, wrote a statute dealing with
trimesters and human viability and then called it an interpretation of the Constitution.
Judicial activism of this sort has been going on intermittently since the late 19th century, and consistently during
the past 30 years. There is no obvious way to deter a
creative and linguistically gifted jurist from discovering a
constitutional basis for a favored legal opinion, in part
because the document’s language is sometimes vague. If
the people are dissatisfied with such rulings, they have no
recourse to the ballot box, since federal judges, unlike
those who appoint and confirm them, enjoy lifetime tenure. The only realistic check at the present time is a principled restraint within the legal profession, and Bork’s consistent advocacy of that restraint is at the root of the
controversy over his nomination.
Since part of the liberal political agenda-liberalized
abortion law, for example-has circumvented the legislative process and been sneaked in the back door through
the courts, its future becomes more precarious given a
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sufficient number of Borks on the bench. That’s what all
the commotion is about. The Bork vote would not invariably ratify Reagan policies, as is often asserted, but quite
often it would refer liberal policies back to legislatures.

Solid Gold Resurnt
Bork’s apparent qualifications for the job are by now
common knowledge. The resumt is solid gold. A graduate
of the University of Chicago law school, he joined one of
the nation’s premier firms, Kirkland and Ellis, and practiced for several years. On track to become managing partner, according to one colleague, Bork nevertheless left this
promising and lucrative practice to pursue his strong interest in legal theory as a professor at Yale law school. His
seminars taught there with Alexander Bickel are remembered by some students as perhaps the apex of American
legal education. Bork was solicitor general of the United
States for four years, and for the last five years has been a
judge on the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals, the nation’s
second highest court. Since joining the D.C. Circuit, he has
been in the majority in 422 of 450 cases, and written the
majority opinion for 106 of them. Not one of those 422
holdings has been overturned by the Supreme Court; however, the high court did overturn the majority holding in
seven of the cases in which Bork dissented. Clearly in the
juridical mainstream, Bork is regarded as the seminal
thinker and most principled advocate of the philosophy of
judicial restraint shared by Ronald Reagan and presumably
ratified by a large majority of the electorate in the last
election. His writing is notable within the legal community
for its clarity, cogency, and wit.
He is, in short, the sort of nominee who could ordinarily
expect to win speedy confirmation, as he did when the
Senate reviewed his nomination to the D.C. Circuit (confirmed by a 92-0 vote). But since he is replacing Lewis
Powell, the Court’s swing vote on a number of controversial issues, the circumstances are not regarded as ordinary.
Bork’s opponents are convinced that his presence on the
Court would short-circuit the expeditious enactment by
the courts of their political agenda, and they are determined to defeat the nomination.
It is not clear what their long-range strategy is, if they
have one. Reagan will be in office for 16 more months, and
should Bork be defeated, the next nominee is hardly going
to be a liberal activist. Chances are he will hold views
similar to Bork’s but probably would not have the same
intellectual capabilities nor the same commitment to judicial restraint. And since most of the particular political
controversies at issue in the nomination-homosexual
rights, affirmative action, aggressive abortion policies,
school prayer, and criminal rights, for example-are
widely viewed as pluses for the Republicans, one would
think it unwise for the Democrats to keep these matters
before the public well into an election year. A vote against
Bork might well be construed in ’88 as a vote to unravel the
social fabric.

Biden on the Offensive
But Bork’s congressional opponents seem determined to
go over the cliff with the flags flying on this one. Their first
obstacle will be the tradition that the Senate limits its

scrutiny to threshold questions of the nominee’s competence, character, and integrity. Since the Senate has almost
invariably so limited itself in this century, Bork opponents
are going to some lengths to make the intellectual case for
changing the tradition. Senator Joe Biden, chairman of the
Judiciary Committee, who has pledged to lead the opposition to Bork, has enlisted constitutional scholars such as
Walter Dellinger of Duke University and Laurence Tribe
of Harvard in this effort. They argue that the Senate has
the prerogative to reject a nominee on the basis of his
judicial philosophy, or “ideology” as it’s often confusingly
called, if the president has taken it into account in his
selection.
That seems fair enough. The Constitution says only that
the Senate shall render “advice and consent.” The phrase
obviously is open to different interpretations, and it can
reasonably be said to imply the degree of Senate scrutiny
Dellinger and Tribe argue for.
Certainly there have been what were considered good
and sufficient reasons for the tradition of Senate deference
to the president on selection of judges, principally the fact
that the president has presented his agenda to a national
electorate as no senator has done, and more than likely has
elaborated something of a philosophy of jurisprudence.
This argument has at one time or another been endorsed
by Senators Biden, Kennedy, and Metzenbaum, among
others. To quote the 1979 version of Biden: “The real issue
with a judicial nominee is whether he is capable of objectively reviewing questions of law and fact. To apply any
other standard would be to disqualify from the judiciary
virtually any public person who has been willing to take
positions on judicial issues.”
But leave that aside; Bork supporters should not draw
the battle lines on this question, because it is altogether to
the nominee’s advantage that his judicial philosophy be
thoroughly scrutinized, particularly in light of current alternative theories. If the nation gets a close look at Robert
Bork juxtaposed against his opponents, either confirmation or Democratic political ruin in ’88 is almost a certainty.
Bork’s allegiance to the philosophy of judicial restraint
with which his name is so readily associated has never, until
recently, been called into question. He is, as Michael
Barone of the Washington Post has noted, perhaps the
most genuinely principled proponent of judicial restraint in
the profession. So principled is Bork, Barone argues, that
liberals should take great comfort in his ascent to the high
court because they can expect substantial deference to the
products of increasingly liberal state legislatures.
But out in the territory just leftward of the Post, no such
concessions are being made. Even Bork’s commitment to
judicial restraint is being questioned by his distraught opponents. This is one of two directly contradictory lines of
criticism being leveled against Bork. It holds that he is a
results-oriented conservative activist cloaked disingenuously in the robes of restraint. He intends to advance the
Reagan agenda and the fortunes of corporate fat cats at the
expense of individual liberties, and he will manipulate the
Constitution shamelessly to achieve these ends. The second line of criticism is the precise opposite-that he is too
restrained. In this characterization, Bork is a calcified ideoPolicy Review
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logue, constrained by a theory that makes him reflexively
deferential to obtuse legislative majorities and insufficiently diligent in carrying out the judge’s proper role. Do
not be surprised to hear both views advanced by the same
parties.

Bork the Conservative Activist
The argument that Bo& is a conservative activist who
managed to sneak onto the federal bench rests mainly on
an analysis of a handful of his opinions on the D.C. Circuit
done by Public Citizen Litigation Group, a Naderite organization. The study purports to show that Bork’s positions
are predictable on the basis of the parties involved in the
lawsuit. He is accused of invariably supporting business,
and upholding government against claims for the rights of
individuals. Bork jurisprudence, it is suggested, differs not
a whit from Reaganite policies.
Quite apart from the fact that it is a ludicrous enterprise
to evaluate a judge’s decisions without ever addressing the
question of whether he correctly applied the law, the study
is a shameless exercise in deceit. In the first place, it examines only split decisions (the D.C. Circuit usually sits in
three-judge panels), which comprised only 13 percent of
the total cases in which Bork has participated. Split decisions are often cutting-edge cases in which activists such as
the Naderites try to stretch the boundaries of the law and
the power of the courts to set aside legislative decisions. An
analysis of the split decisions of an activist judge, as for
example, Abner Mikva, who is sympathetic to the
Naderite agenda, would probably suggest his votes are also
predictable on the basis of parties to the suit.
Of the 56 cases analyzed in the study, only six found
Bork declining to defer to a legislative decision. Bork was
in the majority on all six of those opinions, all but one of
which involved customary judicial review of the actions of
an administrative agency exercising delegated powers,
rather than direct challenge of duly passed legislation. In
the case that did not involve agency review, Ollman v.
Evans, Bork rendered an expansive interpretation of the
First Amendment that has been applauded by liberals.
Given the gravamen of the study-to show that Bork defers to legislatures only when it suits him-this evidence is
next to nil.
It is especially enlightening to look at the case the
Naderites seem to think is the most telling count in their
indictment, Jersey Central Power & Light v. Federal Energy Regulatory Commissioa. This case is the single entry
in a section that purports to show Bork’s inclination to find
constitutional rights for businesses. It is also the leading
entry of the five cases that are supposed to demonstrate the
absence of principle in Bork’s pattern of deference to agencies. Let’s take a look at this smoking gun.
The case involved a review of an FERC decision not to
grant a rate increase to a utility, Jersey Central, that had
requested it. The company presented evidence that its rates
were substantially lower than those charged by utilities in
neighboring areas, and were not high enough to allow
access to reasonable credit terms. As was customary, the
D.C. Circuit sat in review of the FERC’s decision, charged
with balancing the interests of the company’s shareholders
against those of consumers. Joining moderately liberal

Judge Ruth Ginsberg in the majority, Bork determined that
Jersey Central had presented sufficient evidence that its
shareholders’ interests were being slighted and remanded
the case for a second hearing by the FERC.
Without blushing, the Naderites assert that Bork is expanding the takings clause of the Fifth Amendment by
allowing Jersey Central’s claim. He is doing nothing of the
kind. The precedent that established the balancing test the
court was required to use had long since determined that
failure to grant a rate increase could, in some circumstances, be a violation of the takings clause. Bork added
nothing to that holding. He was merely reviewing the facts,
which yielded evidence on behalf of the utility that Judge
Ginsberg also found persuasive, and then applying the bal-

sees a role for the courts in
eserving the liberties that are
arly spelled out in t
ut views these ri
and delimite
ancing test required by precedent. The holding cannot
reasonably be said to reflect any bias whatsoever toward
business. Yet the Naderites use it as a club to beat on Bork,
evidently assuming that no one will take the time to read
the case.
They would do well to soft-pedal their sophistry. Bork
has, in fact, taken pains in several of his speeches and
writings, to distinguish himself from so-called judicial conservatives who wish to read expansive economic rights into
the Constitution. He has cautioned, in a speech before the
University of San Diego law school and elsewhere, against
a reading of the due process clause that would allow the
courts to review any government regulations that affect the
disposition of property. Quite familiar with the limitations
of judges, Bork believes it is always a difficult task for them
to enforce economic rights against the government, as, for
example, if a balanced budget amendment were to be put
into the Constitution. In his thinking on that issue, Bork
puts himself at odds with the current Reaganite catechism.
While an enthusiast of free markets, Bork doesn’t see them
made any freer by the efforts of courts. There is absolutely
no support for the contention that Bork is likely to find
special succor for business in the Constitution.

ork the Rigid Theorist
Someone should tell Public Citizen that its study is firing
crosswise with some of the heavy artillery Biden & Co.
have been wheeling into the Judiciary Committee. Many
of the assembled scholastic eminences acknowledge that
Bork is faithful to his philosophy of judicial restraint, but
they argue that it renders him too rigid in his thinking and
not really up to the challenges of a modem and dynamic
Supreme Court.
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For some years now, a preoccupation of law professors
has been the elaboration of theories that, while allowing
judges to make law, can be rationalized in such a way as
not to seem totally inconsistent with the premises of democratic government. This is a tall order, but it has engaged
some of the finest minds of our time.
Occasionally, a whimsical textual argument for expansive interpretation of the Constitution is advanced centering on the Ninth Amendment, which asserts that the rights
of citizens are not limited to those enumerated in the
Constitution. As Bork has pointed out, though, there is no
historical evidence whatsoever to indicate that the drafters
intended this to mean that judges should have carte
blanche to mint new constitutional rights. Nor would such
a notion of judicial autonomy be consistent with any conceivable theory of democratic government. More often,

Why shouldn’t an educated elite be
able to stop us when we act
foolishly through our
representatives?
though, the Ninth Amendment is downplayed. There
seems to be a tacit agreement in constitutional scholar
circles that liberals won’t bring up the Ninth Amendment
if conservatives will forbear from mentioning the loth,
which reserves a large sphere of power for the states.
More typically, the enterprise of judicial activism is justified with grand abstractions and metaphors. Tribe finds
the Constitution to be “a living and breathing document”
that must adapt itself to changing times. Professor Roger
Dworkin of New York University law school sees this
dynamic organism as “realizing what can sensibly be called
its own ambitions.” To Supreme Court Justice William
Brennan the Constitution is pervasively concerned with the
enhancement of human dignity.
Viewed broadly, the theories propped up by such rhetoric, fall into two categories: the concept that judges are a
sort of moral vanguard, an enlightened elite that is leading
an instinctively retrograde citizenry toward a heightened
moral awareness; and the notion that judges are referees of
the political process, protecting underrepresented groups
from rampant majoritarianism. Bork is considered insufficiently attuned to these two views of the courts’ function
by most of his erstwhile colleagues in academe.
The right-to-privacy cases epitomize the first theory.
The most significant case of this line was Griswold v.
Connecticut, in which a state statute prohibiting the sale of
contraceptives was challenged. The Court searched the
Constitution for penumbras and emanations, and found
Connecticut’s law in violation of the newly minted right to
privacy. That case laid the theoretical groundwork for Roe
and the overturning of abortion laws.
The paradigm for the second theory is probably the oneman, one-vote line of cases where the Court found in the

14th Amendment the mandate to oversee state elections. A
latter-day application of the principle would be reading the
14th Amendment to protect quotas discriminating in favor
of different groups.
Now, some of Bork‘s opponents, in their more candid
moments, will admit that there is next to no basis in the
text or history of the Constitution for such decisions. They
will acknowledge that the courts are creating law rather
than interpreting it. But when they really let their hair
down, they will tell you that this is a good thing. After all,
judges and law professors are better educated and generally more intelligent than the vast majority of the population. Typically, judges are not out for personal gain, having
in most cases given up lucrative-lawpractices for a seat on
the bench out of a spirit of public service. Appointed for
life, they are not subject to the same political pressures as
elected representatives. They are attuned to the latest
developments in moral philosophy such as John Rawls’
epic work, A Theory of Justice, a smash hit in academic
circles.
And bear in mind that legislatures can do some really
dumb things. If you don’t think Connecticut’s contraceptive law was dumb, consider the law in question in one of
the earliest right to privacy cases, Meyer v. Nebraska. That
case threw out a statute, a product of World War I xenophobia, that prohibited parents from teaching their children in any language other than English. So what’s the
matter with giving judges a little flexibility to throw out
foolish laws like these? This is the nub of the matter, the
commonsense question that the issues in the Bork nomination boil down to: Why shouldn’t an educated elite be able
to stop us when we act foolishly through our representatives?
The most cogent answers have for years been provided
by Bork. He turns all the arguments in favor of judicial
activism on their heads. Judges’ insulation from the political process renders them less, not more fit to make policy,
because if they make bad policy they are not accountable
to the electorate in any way. The mistake can be undone
only with great difficulty, usually taking decades. And
judges can sometimes be obtuse as well. Certainly Roe v.
Wade, which many millions of people regard as morally
depraved, was hardly a Solomonic decision. That judges
will sometimes abuse prerogatives given them is demonstrable.
Nor does the fact that judges are a homogeneous group,
with almost all of them coming from the ranks of the
educated, upper-middle class, make them more fit to usher
in the age of moral enlightenment, Bork argues. In fact, the
current educated classes in the United States would seem
to be particularly unsuited for this task since their ethos is
shaped primarily by a mindless relativism that Professor
Allan Bloom has recently and so successfully documented.
In any event, matters of great controversy, as morals inevitably are in a pluralistic democracy, should be contested in
the political processes, Bork maintains. That way, the resolution is not cast in concrete, as a constitutional decision is,
and the minority at least has the opportunity to try to
reshape the consensus.
Bork sees the argument that courts should intervene in
the political process on behalf of underrepresented groups
Policy Review
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also floundering on an incorrect factual premise-that
there really are groups who would benefit from the courts’
intervention. Certainly the poor and minorities have been
well represented in the political process in recent years, as
all manner of welfare and civil rights legislation attests.
True, the political process did not work well for blacks in
the South until recently, but in Bork‘s view, state-sanctioned segregation was allowed only by a clear misreading
of the Constitution, as we shall see in a moment. In that
instance, the courts fell short of protecting the fundamental liberties that are spelled out in the Constitution.
On a theoretical level, the question of how to protect
minorities from having their interests trampled by majorities was addressed by James Madison 200 years ago. He
believed that the separation of powers in government and
the interplay of competing factions would suffice to put a
brake on majorities. He never envisioned courts performing that role, nor would he have dreamed of a judiciary as
powerful as it has now become. Madison’s resolution of
the problem is not perfect, but democracy precludes perfect government. A judicial autocracy that sacrifices the
integrity of separation of powers hardly seems preferable.
In line with Madison’s thinking, Bork’s jurisprudence
pays special attention to balance of power considerations.
His particular worry is that the judiciary will continue its
tendency to encroach upon the other two branches of
government. Toward the end of preventing that, he is most
reluctant to grant standing in cases such as those brought
by the Naderites representing consumers in general or
some equally ill-defined group. If judges decline to decide
a controversy, then it must be referred back to the political
process. Bork also is careful not to embrace any judicial
theory for which no clear lines can be drawn, no obvious
restraints placed on judges.

N o Judicial Minimalist
While Bork declines to read any abstract theories of
justice into the Constitution, that is not to say that he is a
judicial minimalist or a constitutional literalist. He sees
plenty of work for judges to do in fulfilling their interpretative duties. They are obliged, he says, to search for the
appropriate principles intended by the Constitution’s drafters, but to be certain those principles are interpreted at a
level of generality that does not allow judges to read in
their own values and preferences.
This approach sometimes leaves Bork on opposite sides
of a particular question from judges normally seen as conservative. OZZman v. Evans is a good example. Bork determined the crucial principle in the First Amendment’s free
speech clause to be protection of political speech, and he
upheld the right of political columnists to repeat hearsay
about a person who had “placed himself in the political
arena and become the subject of heated political debate.”
Most conservative jurists saw no reason to dismiss the suit.
Bork has also found a principle undergirding the 14th
Amendment that allows him to reach the same result as the
Brown v. the Board school desegregation case, whereas
many conservative jurists, while admiring Brown’s result,
have not been able to find any principle that would allow
the result. Bork saw the amendment as “preserving some
measure of racial equality against government interference”-a formulation that gives judges some flexibility in

determining what kind of racial equality is called for, but
does not allow them to go far beyond an examination of
the drafters’ intent. As applied to the Brown case, the
principle means that if blacks and whites naturally migrate
into neighborhood patterns where they would attend the
same schools, government cannot intervene to thwart this
tendency toward an integrated equality by segregating
schools. From this perspective, Bork would be able to

decide Brown in accordance with what most people intuitively believe to be fairness.
The key thing about both Bork’s First Amendment and
14th Amendment principles is that they have clear boundaries drawing the lines on judicial prerogative. The right to
privacy stands in stark contrast. Conceivably just about any
kind of behavior of which a clever jurist is solicitous can
fall under its rubric. When sodomy is excluded from the
protected behavior, as it was last year in Bowers v.
Hardwick by a one-vote margin, it is merely arbitrary line
drawing. No principled limitations on the privacy right
have yet been discerned. The Bork view, of course, is that
the right is not to be found in the Constitution in the first
place.
e Liberals’ Worst Nightmare
Part of the Biden strategy has been to encourage fellow
senators to contemplate the likely results of Bork’s being
on the Court, and to consider whether that would be a
good thing for the country. Very well; let’s do. What’s the
worst possible scenario, given a confirmed Justice Bork,
from the standpoint of the liberal agenda?
Roe v. Wade may well be overturned, though Justice
O’Connor’s vote is not predictable with any great degree of
certainty. That would mean the disposition of abortion
would return to the states. It is difficult to predict whether
there will be significant changes in state abortion law in the
near future, though changes were taking place in many
states in the decade prior to the Roe holding in 1973. Four
states had permitted abortion on demand, and 14 had
allowed it under special circumstances such as rape, incest,
or endangerment of the mother’s life. While much political
activism on both sides of the issue can be expected at the
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state level, there will probably be an amelioration of the
bitter divisiveness brought about by the courts’ preemption
of the issue. Pro-life forces will set about the task of reforging a consensus against abortion, and if they fail they
will at least have the satisfaction of knowing they weren’t
excluded from the political process by judicial fiat.
On race issues, it is preposterous to assert, as the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
has, that Bork would “deprive black.. . Americans of the
gains achieved in the last 30 years.” The only real question

In Bork‘s view, state-sanctioned
segregation was allowed only by a
clear misreading of the
Constitution.

‘

at issue is the fate of affirmative action programs and
quotas. It is possible that Bork’s reading of the Civil Rights
Act and of the 14th Amendment would be that both prohibit quotas and affirmative action programs. But it is unlikely that a five-justice majority could be mustered in
support of those positions. And if that were the case,
Congress could probably undo the decisions by clarifying
its intent in the Civil Rights Act, and possibly by asserting
the power to enforce the 14th Amendment as it sees fit, a
power specifically granted to Congress in the text.
It is just as likely, though, that Bork would uphold the
Supreme Court precedents validating affirmative action.
He has said that a precedent should be overturned only
when it is clearly wrong and “pernicious” as well. Given
Bork’s stated hostility toward racism-he has said, “Of the
ugliness of racism there need be no argument”-it is at
least unclear whether he would regard the ratification of
programs designed to undo the effects of racism as pernicious.
On the so-called women’s issues, the rhetoric is as intemperate. Kate Michelman of the National Abortion
Rights Action League has said: “Confirmation of Judge
Bork could jeopardize a generation of progress toward
securing basic freedoms and legal equality for American
women.” But the only controversy in this area concerns
the degree of scrutiny under the 14th Amendment the
Court would give classifications based on gender. That
would not change with Bork on the Supreme Court. He
applies the same standard of review to gender classifications-the “reasonable basis” test of Justice Stevens-that
he does to any other distinction made by a statute. Moreover, the only laws involving gender classifications likely to
be challenged in the foreseeable future are those that benefit women at the expense of men. Judge Bork’s habit of

deference to legislatures will benefit women in those instances.
On criminal procedure issues-what about Kennedy’s
fear that “rogue police” will “break down citizens’ doors
in midnight raids”? It’s the basest of demagoguery. There
are no cutting-edge cases regarding the Fourth Amendment’s unreasonable search and seizure provision currently
in the lower courts. If some arise and reach the Supreme
Court, it is unlikely that Bork‘s votes would differ significantly from those of Powell, who was hardly a devotee of
the exclusionary rule.
On First Amendment issues: The Ollman case demonstrates that Bork is prepared to make a more expansive
interpretation of the free speech clause than are Justices
Scalia and Rehnquist. In establishment clause cases, Bork
might provide the fifth vote to allow government financial
aid to religious schools, and possibly on a few other issues.
While he might well vote to overturn the original school
prayer decision, at present only Scalia and Rehnquist
would join him in so doing.
In sum: The precedents that conceivably might be overturned, or even challenged, with Bork on the Court can
probably be counted on one hand. There will be no overturning of Griswold v. Connecticut, for example, simply
because no state is going to pass a law prohibiting contraceptives. Bork’s direct impact on the resolution of genuinely sensitive political issues will be virtually unfelt. The
importance of the nomination hinges rather on the contribution he is likely to make to the ongoing conversation
about the proper means of resolving such issues. Bork‘s
opponents know how persuasive he can be.

A Four-Star Choice
Several years ago, when Richard Nixon’s Supreme Court
nomination of G. Harrold Carswell was sent up to the
Senate, it was objected that, among other shortcomings,
Carswell was a mediocre jurist. Senator Roman Hruska of
Nebraska was pilloried for defending Carswell with the
contention that, as most of the American people are mediocre, they need representation on the Supreme Court, too.
Hruska’s valid point was buried beneath the syntax. In
1970, it was not yet so commonly accepted that an imperial judiciary had set itself at odds with the people and their
representatives.
Thanks in large part to the intellectual force of Robert
Bork, that fact is more generally understood. When his
friend Bork joins the court, Hruska will get the defender of
the people he wanted, but certainly not the mediocrity.
Bork is universally recognized as one of the finest legal
minds of this era. His writings should be compiled into a
civics text and made required reading at the rehabilitated
academy Allan Bloom envisions.
It’s a “four-star appointment,” in the words of Geoffrey
Stone, liberal dean of the University of Chicago law
school. If it acts in good faith, the Senate cannot conclude
otherwise, and will speedily bring Judge Bork onto a court
that will be substantially enriched by his association. T
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THEBIBLEBELTIs AMERICA’S
SAFETYBELT
Why The Holocaust Couldn’t Happen Here

RABBI JOSHUA 0.HABERMAN
I n his considerable arsenal of vituperation, H. L.
Mencken reserved some of his choicest invectives for the
“Bible Belt,” a term he popularized during the Scopes trial
of 1925. Mencken helped organize the defense of a 24year-old biology teacher, John Thomas Scopes, who, in
violation of Tennessee state law, taught the Darwinian
theory of evolution in the public school. The hostile
crowd that filled the courtroom in Dayton, Tennessee, and
its Bible-quoting fundamentalist preachers, represented everything Mencken loathed. He described them as “gaping
primates” and “anthropoid rabble.” Their ideas were “degraded nonsense which country preachers are ramming
and hammering into Yokel skulls.” Mencken viewed the
Bible Belt as a religious and cultural ghetto, America’s
stronghold of primitive and closed minds, intolerant and
anti-progressive, an atavistic aberration of America’s genius
in this age of science and modernism.
Today’s critics of “right-wing fundamentalism” see the
Bible Belt mentality not as a mere aberration but as a
formidable threat to our entire democratic system. Comfortable in what they believe to be the secular pluralism of
20th-century America, these critics are alarmed and horrified by the nationwide following of fundamentalist
preachers such as Jerry Falwell, Jimmy Swaggart, and Pat
Robertson. There are widespread fears that a resurgence of
popular Bible study and preaching, and the growing political strength of its promoters, would lead us, step by step, to
fanaticism, censorship, the suppression of dissent, the subversion of First Amendment rights, and finally, the establishment of a quasi-totalitarian Christian theocracy.
As an eyewitness to the horror and barbarism of a totalitarian regime, I hold a different view of Americans who
take the moral absolutes of the Bible seriously. I fled to the
United States in the summer of 1938, only months after my
native city of Vienna jubilantly welcomed the Nazi troops
who had overrun Austria without resistance. Vienna was a
sophisticated capital, the center of modem philosophy,
psychoanalysis, and artistic expressionism, but its intellectual climate was dominated by a moral relativism, bordering on nihilism, that left the Viennese defenseless against
the appeal of Hitler’s pagan nationalism and worship of
military might.
The Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati, which not

only gave me shelter but also the opportunity to continue
my rabbinic studies, wisely exposed me to the heartland of
America with special preaching assignments in Danville,
Illinois, Casper, Wyoming, and Opelousas, Louisiana, before placing me in my first full-time pulpit in Mobile,
Alabama. There I discovered an ethical consensus, based
on common allegiance to the Bible as the principal source
of faith and morals. It was as though I had been transported from a slippery swamp, steaming with decay and
deceptively overgrown by exotic and alluring but poisonous flowers, to a firm path along neatly cut lawns-much
less exciting but safer and more reassuring.
The people I met in shops, service stations, and roadside
diners, the families whose homes I visited, the pastors of
different faiths I worked with, were perhaps less subtle and
knowledgeable than their counterparts in Vienna. But they
were also more open, frank, and good-natured; they
seemed unshaken in their moral standards and very much
more involved in the private and public practice of their
religion. In Vienna I was constantly on guard with people,
wondering what reality might hide behind the mask of
gracious courtesy; the people I met in Mobile, at times
uncouth, naive, or primitive in their religious self-expression, by and large impressed me as trustworthy. Their Biblically grounded moral standards and faith in God, deeply
rooted in and reinforced by all levels of society, acted as
barriers against the excesses of governmental power that
can lead to totalitarianism.

Mencken vs. Tocqueville
Mencken’s unflattering references to the Bible Belt were
not the product of serious reflection but of a highly emotional reaction to the conduct of the Scopes trial. H e may
have had good reason to be infuriated by William Jennings
Bryan’s demagogic invocation of the Bible when presenting the State’s case against a teacher who dared teach the
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ington Hebrew Congregation (Reform), is visiting professor at Washington Theological Union and president o f the
Foundation for Jewish Studies. H e also serves as chairman of American Friends o f the Bible Lands Museum
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